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Welcome
I was delighted to be asked to be the 
fi rst guest editor of Networks news 
from a non-UK branch. It seemed 
appropriate to tailor the theme of 
this edition around working and 
volunteering internationally.  

Many of us work away from the offi ce, 
either on the road, in the air or at 
home. Our members need support on 
this. They in turn can discuss with their 
employers the practical requirements 
to ensure the safety and health of 
employees. In this edition, a brief 
review of some of the published guides 
available will help members to develop 
their policies and procedures for 

working outside the offi ce.   
There are also articles on setting up 

an informal IOSH network group in 
Nigeria and on IOSH’s efforts to support 
the development of safety and health 
professionals in new accession countries 
of the EU. We’ve come to be frequent 
users of air travel in our work, so we 
welcome an article about aircraft safety 
and health issues. 

Articles on how networks can now 
communicate using their own Twitter 
accounts and on using e-learning to 
develop competence show something of 
the range of skills and abilities that the 
modern safety and health professional 
needs to have at their fi ngertips. 

And in other 
contributions, we 
look at the role of the health and safety 
function in the voluntary provision of 
fi rst aid, at some of the issues that 
helped to spark the launch of IOSH’s 
new Financial Services Group, and at 
the role IOSH’s networks can play in 
implementing the WORK 2022 strategy.

I hope you enjoy reading this edition.

Yvette Moffatt
Chair, IOSH Ireland East Branch

Get in touch: 
newsletter@iosh.com

Y vette

Digital marketing activities are part 
of the Communications Directorate.  

Here, our digital marketing co-
ordinators explain how these activities 
support IOSH’s networks.

Jessica Baker
The relaunch of Connect took place in 
April, where subscribed members saw 
a new-look newsletter with refreshed 
content arrive in their inbox. Since the 
relaunch, Connect has delivered more 
varied types of news and features, 
which members have found both 
insightful and useful to put towards 
their CPD. We’ve seen a greater 
engagement and had some really 
positive feedback.

If you have something you would like 
to feature in Connect or want to know 
more, please email connect@iosh.com. 

Lucy Ferguson
Our team works with departments 
across the organisation to promote 
new content and make sure it’s used 
effectively across the website and on 
our social media channels and that it 

reaches wider audiences too. Some of 
the bigger projects we are involved in 
include IOSH 2017, IOSH Blueprint and 
the launch of IOSH’s new professional 
development courses.

Although there have been some 
changes to departments, networks can 
still contact us through webhelp@iosh.
com for support, updates to microsites 
and event listings.

Jo Flinders
After feedback from Networks 
conference in 2016, a small project team 
set out to improve the communications 
tools available to Networks. One point 
that was highlighted 
more than any was 
that branch members 
wanted to use more 
social media. 

We chose Twitter 
for our networks so 
you can…
- communicate 

events in your area
- send real-time 

updates, including 
any last-minute 

changes to events
- use it on any smart mobile device
- share content from your microsite
- follow industry professionals to fi nd 

out the latest in OSH.
All networks should now have their 

offi cial logo and banner, and access to 
an array of supporting documents on 
the Volunteer Portal. More details of 
this can be seen on page 12. If you have 
any questions, please speak to your 
Relationship Manager.

As of 01 September, Jo has taken 
on a different role within the 
Communications Directorate.

Digital marketingFocus on...

From left to right; Lucy Ferguson, Jo Flinders and Jessica Baker.
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Aiming high
How do you service a commercial airline safely? That’s what a group from IOSH’s Aviation 

and Aerospace Group discovered when they visited Virgin Airways’ Maintenance Hangar 

at Heathrow. Group member Tim Williams CMIOSH reports.

The starting point is a multi-million-pound 
aircraft weighing 170 tonnes that is 67m 
long by 63m wide and 17m high. 

The fact that every minute it is on the 
ground it is not making money means 
tight timeframes are imposed from the 
start to ensure the jobs are done quickly 
but safely. The working environment is 
one where there are many risks, several of 
which are novel to a piece of machinery 
that fl ies at several hundred miles an hour 
over a mile up in the sky. 

As the group learned, safety is the 
number one priority, as an error in the way 
work is done could result in a catastrophic 
accident to the maintenance team and 

potentially later, when the aircraft is back 
on the line fl ying. 

In the industry, we all remember 
incidents like British Airways Flight 5390 
in 1990, when the incorrect length of 
bolts was used to fi x the windscreen of 
the aircraft. The windscreen failed and the 
pilot was sucked out of his seat. Luckily 
on that day, the tenacity of the crew who 
held onto him saved his life while the co-
pilot landed the aircraft safely.

The group heard how the work has to 
be co-ordinated and managed by a team 
of highly-skilled engineers who have spent 
years in training. They saw the specialist 
working-at-height equipment that allows 

the access to the nose cone yet protects 
the critical skin of the aircraft, that if 
damaged can lead to hull failure when 
under pressure. The safety considerations 
for infl ating tyres to 200psi using nitrogen 
stored in high pressure vessels were also 
demonstrated. 

The visit was a fantastic opportunity 
for group members to see how safety 
is managed successfully when working 
to tight timeframes. There are of course 
some very specifi c risks which are 
managed, along with some which are 
more common across different settings, 
such as slips and trips and forklift vehicle 
movements.

Tim

The event was hosted by Emile MacDonald-Williams CMIOSH and his 
corporate safety team, supported by Virgin’s Engineering team. Emile 
said: “It was great to share our ethos with IOSH safety colleagues. 
When we at Virgin Atlantic say safety and security is our number one 
priority, we mean it. We see safety as a business enabler. This is displayed 
through our approach to the engineering work throughout the hangar 
and means our operation has a strong safety reporting culture.”
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Kayode

Why was the network set up in 
Nigeria?
The network group was set up to 
promote the OSH fi eld in Nigeria. 

It aimed to strengthen the relationship 
between IOSH and the community of 
health and safety practitioners. 

The health and safety industry in 
Nigeria is still growing, and since IOSH’s 
strategic vision is to promote health and 
safety globally, I decided to set up the 
network group and the fi rst meeting was 
held on 07 February 2015.

The group was also set up to create 
an avenue for networking, drive 
competency among professionals, 
promote health and safety within 
our local community and provide 
professionals with information on how 
to get access to IOSH professional 
materials ranging from professional 
magazines to electronic media and 
webinars. 

How does it benefi t health and 
safety professionals in Nigeria?
The network group brings in 
different experts (guest speakers) 

with various specialisations that 
members can learn from. In this way 
it helps to build competency in various 
areas of specialisation. 

Through the group, health and safety 
professionals are also able to connect 
physically with peers and build their 
networks. In addition, the knowledge 
gained from the group activities and 
information sharing can be utilised for 
their professional developments and 
work benefi ts.

Big Interview
The

What examples of the type of 
work can you give?
The group has been supporting 
members with their IPD via 

mentorship programmes.
We have also worked with industries 

on skills acquisition. For example, 
in September last year we invited a 
scaffolding company, Rated Crane, to 
teach members how to inspect and erect 
scaffolds safely. 

Another activity is collaborating 
with government institutions and 
professional associations in developing 
initiatives to promote health and safety 
in our communities. We visited the 
Lagos State Fire Service in February 
this year, for example, to familiarise 
ourselves with their operations, promote 
collaboration and share knowledge 
about good practice for dealing with 
fi re emergency incidents. 

The group, meanwhile, is assisting in 
the review of the OSH Bill being passed 
through the Nigerian Senate.

At IOSH 2017 in November, Kayode Fowode will discuss how an informal IOSH 

network group in Nigeria is driving health and safety in workplaces and local 

communities. Here, he gives Networks news a fl avour of the work the group does.

What challenges has the 
network faced and how are 

these overcome?
Some of the challenges the 
network faced included how to 

fi nance the monthly meeting, particularly 
paying for venues and other logistics. 
These are being overcome by soliciting 
for members’ fi nancial support and 
contributions towards the meetings. We 
have also approached IOSH for support 
and we hope we are able to get the 
necessary support required to sustain 
payment for meeting venues. 

The network meeting is presently held 
in Lagos but there have been requests 
from members living in other regions 
to hold meetings nearer to them. With 
limited resources, this is a challenge, but 
we hope that by nominating Regional 
Coordinators we can kick-start meetings 
in other regions.

Q

Q
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Midland branch 
marks 65th 
anniversary

IOSH’s Midland Branch held a 
meeting with a difference to 
celebrate its 65th anniversary.

They witnessed a fl ying display by 
birds from the Falconry Centre in 
Hagley. Staff brought a number of 
birds, including a white-tailed eagle. 

The event was held at the 
Hollyfi elds Centre, Birmingham, 
on 6 July.

anniversary

IOSH’s Midland Branch held a 
meeting with a difference to 
celebrate its 65th anniversary.
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Volunteers for St John Ambulance devote huge amounts of time to keeping people safe. But who keeps them 

safe? Mick Burridge JP, GradIOSH, FIIRSM, national health, safety and environmental manager, explains.

St John Ambulance (SJA) is the nation’s 
leading fi rst aid charity. Its 30,000* 
volunteers are a crucial part of making 
sure fi rst aid is available where it is 
most needed. Last year, we provided 
fully-trained and equipped personnel at 
over 26,000 public events – including 
fi rst aiders, paramedics and nurses – 
giving more than 900,000 hours of 
their time to deliver life-saving work.  

But while they devote huge amounts 
of time and effort into keeping people 
safe, who keeps them safe? 

With a volunteer-led organisation 
of this size, we need to ensure that 
we have robust health and safety 
procedures and people with the right 
skills in place to keep them safe. Health 
and safety is of paramount importance 
to us as we want our volunteers to go 

home in the same condition as when 
they arrived on shift.  

One of the ways we do this is 
through our health and safety 
advisors, who look to remove risks at 
source by investing time and effort in 
understanding and supporting what 
we want to achieve as an organisation.  

There are currently six national and 
regional full-time advisors in post. They 
are supported by volunteer district 
health and safety offi cers, who are key 
to delivering the aims and objectives of 
the health and safety function.  

Broadly speaking, we are trying to 
spread ownership and understanding 
of health and safety issues across SJA. 
We are working together to highlight 
and tackle the costs and distress of 
work-related ill health and to provide 

simple solutions to health and safety 
challenges through giving advice and 
guidance. We are constantly horizon 
scanning to design effective risk 
management with new or emerging 
technologies and business models.  

In addition, we’re changing the way 
people work – promoting a culture 
that looks to support “the safety 
way” of doing things. We continually 
review policies and procedures, 
which are legally compliant and 
structured to promote compliance, 
we’re encouraging competence by 
providing information which promotes 
a safe working environment and we’re 
learning from incidents to ensure that 
they don’t occur again.

Mick

St John Ambulance
In the spotlight

*all fi gures are taken from St John Ambulance’s 2016 Impact Report.
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From your editor

on the move
Safety and health

With travelling for work commonplace in today’s world, it is crucial that OSH 

professionals are able to manage associated risks.  

on the move
Safety and health
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on the move

During a networking event recently I 
was discussing with fellow members the 
subject of travelling for work and the 
responsibilities of the employer. Since 
this discussion I’ve had many requests to 
run an event on this subject and requests 
on where to fi nd information. 

With the working world changing 
rapidly due to the advances in 
technology and many of us working 
internationally and remotely, it’s a subject 
that needs more focus. The Branch has 
held many seminars on the subject of 
driving for work and now on our agenda 
is travelling for work and home working. 
With our seminars running for just 45 
minutes, the information needs to be 
concise, while ensuring all required 
information is covered.  

It is an area I am currently working on 
in my own workplace. We have staff 
who work overseas on short trips and 
some on secondment for a number 
of years. Therefore I am updating our 
procedures to ensure they are relevant 
internationally, not just locally, so our 
employees can relate to them no matter 
where they are in the world.  

When discussing this topic with our 
members, we inform them that many of 
the policies and procedures they need 
to develop can be integrated with their 
current health and safety management 
system. For example:
- health and safety policy
- risk assessment procedure
- lone working procedure
- inspection of work equipment 

procedure
- incident / injury procedure
- DSE/VDU set-up procedure.

Also check out what the organisation 
currently has, such as:
- fi nance department – are there 

expense forms for mileage, air 

About Yvette
Yvette manages the health and safety offi ce for the 
Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland. She provides 
advice and support to all staff across all functions of the 
college, including research, teaching and administration. 
She develops policies and procedures for managing 
workplace health and safety. 

Recently she started working with colleagues in the HR department, developing 
and delivering a health and wellbeing strategy for the college, which early this 
year received three awards. The best award of all was winning Overall Excellence 
in Facilities Management at the Facilities Management Ireland Awards. Yvette is a 
chartered member of IOSH and Chair of the Ireland East Branch. 

It was in December 2015 that the IOSH Ireland Branch Eastern District became the IOSH Ireland East Branch. With some 
700 members, and being located in Dublin, the transition to branch status made perfect sense. 
Yvette was the founding Chair of the branch. Yvette and the branch committee feel that the new branch status has an 
authority and credibility among the organisations they are seeking to infl uence and work with. 
Since its launch, the branch has widened its reach by organising seminars in different locations, and has collaborated with 
other organisations and exhibited as a branch for the fi rst time. 

transport and so on? This will give an 
indication of how many employees 
drive or travel for work

- human resources department – are 
there any policies or procedures in this 
area? When staff are organised to go 
on secondment to another country, 
what support is provided for them? 
Does the department know of any 
staff who work from home?

- travel department or travel agent 
(whether internal or external) – 
what supportive information is 
given to staff?

- insurance company – check the 
organisation’s insurance policy for any 
information on travel cover.

There is much support out there, from 
www.hse.gov.uk, www.hsa.ie, 
www.iosh.com and elsewhere. With 
all these resources you can benchmark 
what you have against these, to see 
what you are missing. The IOSH guides 
that I recommend for review are:

Home offi ce, mobile offi ce – managing 
remote employees 
This guide is aimed at the health and 
safety person to ‘manage the risks 
sensibly’. Referencing the remote worker, 
the guide focuses on risk assessment and 

monitoring, including: 
- work environment
- work equipment
- mental wellbeing
- travelling
- working alone.

There are also useful checklists for 
assessment auditing and feedback.

Managing the safety, health and security 
of mobile workers
This guide is an IOSH co-publication 
with International SOS Foundation 
and is aimed at the occupational 
health and safety professional. The 
information in this guide builds on 
another IOSH publication, Safety without 
borders: keeping your staff healthy 
and safe abroad. The guide focuses 
on policy, risk assessment, training, 
emergency preparedness and support 
for employees. In its appendices it has 
a travel checklist and an action plan 
which you can use to start gathering 
information on what you currently have 
and a “starting point in developing an 
international travel policy”.

Yvette Moffatt
Chair, IOSH Ireland East Branch

on the move
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When you think about the fi nancial 
services sector, it may not immediately 
strike you as one which has a huge 
amount of health and safety risks. 

Think again. 
There are actually a wide array of risks 

faced by workers in the sector. It was 
with these in mind that we decided there 
was a need for an IOSH group dedicated 
to fi nancial services.

The group delivered its fi rst webinar 
on 30 June and we are due to hold our 
launch event on Thursday 7 September. 

Our aim is to bring together health 
and safety professionals who work for 
organisations such as banks, insurance 
fi rms, loss adjusters, brokers and any 
individuals or organisations connected 
with the provision of fi nancial services.  

By bringing together health and safety 
professionals from the sector, we will be 
able to share good practice and explore 
new ways of protecting workers.  

So, what are the risks? 
Take the insurance services, for 
example. Many employees, particularly 
those investigating claims, have to visit 
hazardous environments. Strong and 
robust safety management systems are 
required for these.  

bottom line
This month sees the offi cial launch of IOSH’s new Financial Services Group. 

Its Chair, Tony Bough, explains how and why the group has been set up.

Banks run retail units, which have 
distribution hazards. 

There are a lot of offi ce-based people 
in fi nancial services as well. Ergonomics 
is a well-known risk factor but there 
are also a number of general wellbeing 
and mental health issues in such 
environments. These can lead to illness, 
which can of course be a burden 
on fi rms. 

Health and safety professionals are 
in a unique position to help promote 
health and wellbeing at work. So, our 
group will be able to look at the ways 
that fi rms help these workers remain 
healthy.

There are some great examples out 
there, and our events will draw on 
these and through networking we can 
have the opportunity to share what 
we do. The group will run regular 
webinars and events for its members to 
allow for sharing of good practice and 
networking.

We are looking to be a truly 
international group as we are a truly 
global industry. In this way we will 
really be aligning with IOSH’s fi ve-year 
strategy, WORK 2022, by enhancing the 
profession and infl uencing the sector we 
operate in. 

IOSH members who work in fi nance 
and related professional services are 
invited to join the group and attend its 
meetings. Our launch event is being held 
at the Zurich Offi ces in London. For more 
information, contact Julie Littlejohns, 
Relationship Manager for the group, at 
julie.littlejohns@iosh.com.

Special feature

 23-29 October – The European 
Week for Safety and Health 
at Work

 09 November – IOSH Rail 
Industry Conference 2017

 20-21 November – IOSH 2017: 
Transforming health and 
safety across the world. Full 
programme available at 
www.ioshconference.com

Dates for
thE DIARY
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Giving support in 
the new accession 
countries
IOSH is in demand around the world as a thought leader in occupational safety and health. 

Malcolm McIntyre refl ects on our engagement with partners in the European new accession countries (NACs).

In 2004, the European Agency for 
Safety and Health at Work (EU-OSHA) 
contacted IOSH and asked if we could 
provide support to countries that had 
either just joined the EU or had ambitions 
to do so. 

The NAC Working Party was created to 
look at how IOSH could co-operate with 
new accession countries. Its role is to:
- identify potential contacts and possible 

initiatives for exchanging information 
- visit new accession countries to 

promote mutual understanding 
- offer IOSH services to health and safety 

professionals in the new EU member 
states 

- build new relationships with health 
and safety organisations from the 
candidate or new member countries 
and share knowledge and best practice 

- encourage dialogue on professional 
safety, health and environment (SHE) 
standards in the application of the EU 
Framework Directives and foster co-
operation on SHE developments. 

Initial contact was with organisations in 
Croatia, Latvia, Hungary and Poland. This 
has now expanded to cover many other 
countries, including Turkey, Macedonia, 
Romania and the Balkan states.

The successful engagement with 
partners in Europe has led to the creation 
of a Balkan Network and we have given 
practical support through the No Time to 

Lose campaign in Macedonia, Slovenia 
and Bulgaria, culminating in some of the 
campaign literature being translated for 
the local audience.

Delegations from Turkey and 
Macedonia have visited IOSH in the UK 
to share experiences and learning. The 
Education Group has also welcomed 
Macedonian teachers, who were taken to 
schools and colleges where good practice 
was highlighted. The Rural Industries 
Group has also been a great support to 
the agricultural industries in Turkey, where 
members trained and work-shadowed 
the local labour inspectorate.

Finally, the work undertaken through 
the European Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development has grown from the 
links we have created through the NACs. 
This has resulted in the support visit 
undertaken by Railway Group Chair Keith 
Morey to Kazakhstan (featured in the 
June 2017 edition of Networks news).

The work of the NAC Working Party 
will continue to support our European 
partners in developing their local safety 
and health culture.

Spreading the word

IOSH’s No Time to Lose campaign was promoted in Slovenia in November 2016

Harness testing in Skopje, Macedonia
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Embedding WORK 2022
Tim Eldridge, Chair of the Networks Committee, shares his thoughts on this year’s Networks Chairs’ Day.

Tim
Special feature

Have you ever wondered what the 
collective term is for a group of 
Network Chairs? 
Well, when over 50 of IOSH’s senior 
volunteers came together on 28 June at 
the Grange, they didn’t actually come to 
an answer on that question. However, 
they spent a great day networking, 
learning from each other and starting to 
work together on how best to embed 
WORK 2022 into their network strategies 
for the benefi t of the members they 
support.  

The day, hosted by the Networks 
Committee, showed the commitment of 
our volunteers to embracing IOSH’s new 
strategy and sharing good practice.  

We started the day hearing about the 
forthcoming work in policy, training, 
media and events before looking at how 
the position of chairperson could be 
supported, particularly for a person new 
to the role. We then moved on in the 
afternoon to workshop ideas on what is 
needed to support networks in delivering 
on WORK 2022. Our Top Tips (below) will 
give you some ideas that you can use now 

to support WORK 2022. 

It was clear, once again, that the 
Chairs’ Day is a really benefi cial session, 
particularly for new chairs; and over 90 
per cent of participants rated the day 
as a positive experience. The Networks 
Committee is committed to taking the 
output from the day and, as part of its 
ongoing work plan, will be supporting 
networks in further understanding the 
strategy. It will provide tools and templates 
to support its implementation and fi nd 
further opportunities to share good 
practice from around our networks.

Top tips
1 Apply WORK 2022 to your work and 

your professional development. Think 
about how your day-to-day activity 
fi ts into the Enhance, Collaborate 
or Infl uence streams in relation to 
promoting the profession

2 Use the resources that are currently 
available, and the new resources as 
they are released, to showcase WORK 
2022 to your colleagues, employees, 
employers and other members, to 
help them understand how IOSH 
will be supporting your professional 
development

3 Look for opportunities to engage non-
OSH people in the strategy and for 
opportunities to collaborate

4 Use Blueprint to identify your personal 
development needs.

What do you do well in your 
committee? Let us know my emailing

newsletter@iosh.com
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Here are some of their (anonymous) responses

Our view

At the Networks Chairs’ Day in June, we asked branch and group delegates to say whether they thought 

that e-learning was a help or a hindrance. Broadly speaking, people were in favour of embracing the 

opportunities offered – but there were some reservations too. 

Join the conversation

If you would like to feature on the Our View page, visit the Volunteer portal to comment on the latest hot topic:  
www.volunteer-portal.co.uk/ourview. A selection of answers will then feature in the next issue of Networks news.

Networks news

Developing professional 
OSH competence –  
how useful is e-learning?

E-learning is good as a refresher 
and to check knowledge

Yes as it can be repeated or referred 
to if you can’t remember something

Good tool to assist with ongoing 
assessment and part of review

E-learning works, but 
programmes need 
support which can be 
called upon

Needs to be interactive and have a strong complementary element of 
training and experience. No good by itself since it may cause a false 
sense of competency.

Good to ‘top’ and ‘tail’ on instructor led session
A former professional e-learning author

E-learning 
No. Blended 
learning Yes.

Useful in 
combination with 
other information, 
instruction and 
training. NOT in 
isolation.
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One of the visions of our past chair, 
Colin Jenkinson, was for the branch 
to increase promotion through social 
media. In 2011, Colin created the East 
Midlands Branch Twitter account, 
@IOSHEastmidlands. For anyone who 
doesn’t know what Twitter is, I’ll briefl y 
explain. It is an online news and social 
networking service which allows you to 
post short messages and interact with 
the world.

Along with Andrew Needham, I 
became joint Communications Co-
ordinator for the branch in 2015 and 
I was more than happy to take on 
the responsibility of the Twitter page 
administration. I already used Twitter and 
had the skill-set to take the account on.

Earlier this year, IOSH gave permission 
for our Twitter handle to become the 
fi rst ‘offi cial’ branch account. When 
Colin fi rst created the account, all 
handles had to be classed as ‘unoffi cial’. 
We did this and we also created our 
own social media policy to ensure we 

kept tight control over the content 
added. The branch is very proud to have 
been chosen, and we wanted to let you 
know how benefi cial Twitter is.

Setting up a Twitter account
It is very easy to set up an account. All 
you need is an email address. Once your 
account is set-up, I would recommend 
following organisations who are 
connected to the health and safety 
world and, of course, @IOSH_tweets. 
Following other branches and groups 
can help with networking.

What to tweet?
Advertise branch events and if possible 
tag the speaker of any presentation, live 
tweet during events, update followers 
on branch business, re-tweet IOSH and 
other health and safety organisations and 
interact with people if they tweet you. 
The more you use Twitter, the more you 
will fi nd events are promoted by followers 
who re-tweet and like your tweets.

Top tips
- Ensure you adopt a responsible 

Twitter use or create a brief social 
media policy

- Don’t be afraid to use hashtags. They 
help if people are searching for posts 
containing specifi c words 

- Tweets are restricted to 140 
characters, so be creative in what 
you write

- Check and double check what you 
have written. Tweets can’t be edited, 
and who knows who could have 
seen your Tweet before you manage 
to delete it.  

IOSH has issued some straightforward 
guides on how to set up your offi cial 
network Twitter account, which is 
available on the Volunteer portal.  I 
recommend you read through these and 
start using Twitter as soon as possible – it 
is a very easy tool to use for promotion.

Happy Tweeting!

Earlier in 2017, IOSH’s East Midlands Branch was granted an 

‘offi cial’ Twitter account. Could your network follow suit? 

The branch comms co-ordinator Mark Creed explains how.

Tweet 
to woo 

Mark

The IOSH Excellence Awards 2017 are now open for entry.
Our Excellence Awards celebrate the outstanding achievements of IOSH volunteers and 
committees worldwide. The awards recognise the importance of engaging others inside 
and outside the profession with occupational safety and health issues.

This year we’ve created three award categories that align with the pillars 
of our new WORK 2022 strategy: Enhance, Collaborate, Infl uence.

For more information and to enter, visit www.iosh.co.uk/excellence. 
All entries must be submitted via your network committee.

Submit your entry to showcase and share your success. 
Deadline for entries is 30 September 2017.




